Spatial sensitization of increments and decrements: a border-contrast process and a net-excitation process.
We investigated the spatially local factors that adjust the sensitivity of the human visual system within a small patch of visual space. A very small adapting field was varied in diameter to map out the strength and extent of the spatially local processes that adjust sensitivity for both increments and decrements. The results demonstrated antagonistic center/surround adaptation regions with a decremental test probe comparable to those demonstrated previously for incremental probes (Westheimer, G., 1965. Spatial interaction in the human retina during scotopic vision, Journal of Physiology 81, 812-894; Westheimer, G., 1967. Spatial interaction in human cone vision, Journal of Physiology 190, 139-154) implying comparable antagonistic regions in the ON and OFF channels. In addition to spatial interactions based on light adaptation, we report a weaker effect that is based on the location of a border (luminance edge) and is governed by the contrast of this edge. Finally, we show that these effects are elicited by both highly localized edges (1' ring pairs) and radial lines (Ehrenstein figure) as well. We conclude that both a border-contrast mechanism and a net-excitation mechanism govern the spatially local adaptation of the visual system and that this view fits well with the behavior of single units reported previously.